There has been persistent disagreement between the Standard Model (SM) prediction and experimental measurements of
I. INTRODUCTION
Precision measurements in the quark flavor sector are known to be fertile ground for probing physics at energy scales much higher than those that can be accessed in direct production experiments. In particular, flavorchanging neutral currents (FCNCs) can potentially probe physics at scales above 100 TeV due to their GIM-and loop-suppressed amplitudes within the Standard Model (SM). In such cases, new physics that generates FCNC amplitudes at tree level or without GIM suppression could potentially dominate the SM contribution, making them a particularly strong probe of new physics. For this same reason, the ability of charged-current (CC) weak interactions to probe new physics is sharply limited, as the SM contributions are unsuppressed and new physics would have to show itself by (presumably small) interference effects with the SM amplitudes. Given the plethora of precision data on CC weak interactions, room for discovering new physics in this channel seems quite limited.
Nonetheless, over the last decade a growing set of measurements on the CC decays B → Dτ ν and B → D * τ ν have consistently shown an excess compared to the decays B → D ( * ) ν where = e, µ. More specifically, one defines two observables:
where = e, µ. (The data is consistent with e − µ universality in these decays, and thus one typically combines both final states in defining the ratio.) The ratios are relatively insensitive to the uncertainties in the hadronic matrix elements; as a result, the SM predictions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] are known at the 1-2% level:
R D (pred) = 0.299 ± 0.003, R D * (pred) = 0.258 ± 0.005.
To date, BaBar and Belle have both presented data on R D that, when combined, falls 2.3σ above SM expectations. For R D * , BaBar, Belle and LHCb have all presented data, which combine to be 3.0σ above SM expectations. Combining all current data [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] yields:
R D (exp) = 0.407 ± 0.046, R D * (exp) = 0.306 ± 0.015.
Taken together, these data appear to argue for new physics in CC interactions. At the parton level, R D and R D * can be reinterpreted in terms of the quark level processes b → cτν τ and b → c ν . Thus, new physics that could affect this process must couple to second and third generation quarks and, must differentiate between the third generation of leptons and the first two. A strong candidate for such a state would be a charged Higgs boson. Refs. [9, 17, 18] considered the interpretation of the data in terms of the type-II two-Higgs doublet model (2HDM) and found it to be inconsistent with the data. On the other hand, besides a plethora of model-independent analysis of the present anomaly [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , one can find in the literature potential explanations in terms of W vector bosons [32] [33] [34] , composite states [35, 36] , and Frogatt-Nielson-type models [37] . Alternatively, a number of authors have considered leptoquarks as a potential source for the anomaly [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . This is the avenue that we will be considering in this paper as well.
As a candidate for new physics, leptoquarks are highly motivated, appearing naturally in any theory that unifies quarks and leptons into common multiplets or in R-parity violating models of supersymmetry. But leptoquarks present a number of problems as well. For a leptoquark coupling to first (second) generation quarks and leptons, direct production bounds at the LHC force the leptoquark mass above roughly 1.10 TeV (1.05 TeV) assuming it decays 100% of the time to a charged lepton and a quark [55, 56] ; indirect searches for leptoquarks can impose even stronger constraints on their parameter space [57] [58] [59] . In addition, leptoquark Lagrangians tend to violate both Baryon (B) and Lepton (L) num-bers, leading to rapid proton decay. In this work, we will assume B violating couplings to be zero in order to retain the stability of matter. And most importantly (for our purpose), unless one enforces some special flavor structure on the couplings of the leptoquark, large new contributions to K 0 −K 0 and D 0 −D 0 mixing force the mass of any such leptoquark to be larger than O(100−1000 TeV).
There are, however, special flavor structures that mitigate against new FCNC contributions, namely those implied by minimal flavor violation (MFV) [60] [61] [62] [63] . MFV assumes that the approximate [SU (3)]
3 flavor symmetries present in the quark sector 1 of the SM are broken only by the Yukawa interactions. MFV, in effect, ensures that the couplings of quarks to both Higgs and leptoquarks have (approximately) the same alignment. In so doing, moving to the quark mass basis generates couplings to the leptoquark that are nearly diagonal in generation space, with corrections proportional to CKM elements. It should be emphasized that MFV is a structure assumed and imposed on the leptoquark couplings that prevents the leptoquark from generating large FCNCs, but it is not itself a mechanism for generating such structures. This paper makes no attempt to provide an ultraviolet completion of the Lagrangians considered here, but once imposed it is technically natural. In addition, we will choose by fiat that the leptoquarks studied here couple only to the tau lepton and not the other charged leptons, as any explanation of the R D ( * ) anomaly requires a clear violation of lepton universality.
One of the predictions from imposing an MFV structure on the leptoquark couplings is that the leptoquarks occur in multiplets of one or more of the SU (3) quark flavor groups. The leptoquark capable of coupling both to b-and c-quarks will then necessarily have couplings to other quarks, enhanced or suppressed by CKM elements. One such scenario was originally studied in Ref. [41] . We will revisit this model including other minimally flavor violating leptoquarks, and consider a set of constraints imposed by rare meson decays and precision electroweak measurements at LEP and SLC. The importance of electroweak data in the context of flavor anomalies, including R D ( * ) anomaly, has been pointed out in Refs. [64] [65] [66] .
More specifically, in this paper, we will examine the scalar leptoquarks in section II, and find that only two leptoquarks can provide an explanation of the R D ( * ) anomaly. On imposing MFV in section III, we find that there are a total of twelve cases for these two leptoquarks that can possibly explain the anomaly. These cases refer to different transformation properties of the leptoquarks under the SU (3) quark flavor groups. In section IV, we calculate the constraints on these leptoquarks from low energy measurements and find that there are two cases that can avoid these constraints and still explain the anomaly. We will then turn to the precision electroweak 
constraints, finding that these exclude the remaining two cases, so no scalar leptoquark in the MFV framework can explain the R D ( * ) anomaly. In section V, we present our conclusions.
II. OPERATOR ANALYSIS
Before specifying our leptoquark model, it is helpful to examine solutions to the R D ( * ) anomaly within an effective Lagrangian approach. Here we update the fits found in Ref. [41] with the most recent world averages from the Heavy Flavor Averaging Group (HFLAV)
2 . The pieces of the effective Hamiltonian contributing to b → cτν τ can be written as:
, and O i (C i ) are the dimension-6 Wilson operators (and their coefficients). The complete list of dimension-6 operators that can contribute toB → D ( * ) τν is given in Ref. [41] . Of these operators, three can be mediated by scalar leptoquarks. These three operators, denoted O S L , O S L and O S R , are listed in Table I along with the SM quantum numbers of the corresponding scalar leptoquark(s). Of these three, the operator O S R is identical to the V − A operator of the SM (up to a factor of 2) after Fierzing, while the operator O S L becomes a combination of scalar and tensor operators.
A χ 2 analysis can be done for each operator separately, using as inputs the current combined best fit values for R D and R D * given in section I. The results of such a fit are shown in Fig. 1 . Here the scale Λ is set to 1 TeV, and the value of χ 2 is plotted as a function of the corresponding Wilson coefficient. One sees immediately that the operator O S L or O S R can provide a significantly improved fit to the R D ( * ) data as compared to the SM (which is denoted with the solid line at χ hand, the operator O S L provides a fit to the data that is only minimally better than the SM in terms of total χ 2 , at the cost of an additional degree of freedom. We therefore judge this operator as providing a poor explanation for the anomaly and do not consider it further.
Thus, there are only two scalar leptoquarks that we need to consider further: the S 1 , an SU (2) L singlet with hypercharge of 1/3; and S 3 , an SU (2) L triplet with hypercharge also of 1/3. We will write the relevant pieces of their Lagrangians in the next section.
For both of the operators in which a good fit to the data is obtained, one finds two solutions with minimum χ 2 . For the operator O S L , we find:
while for O S R we find:
for Λ = 1 TeV. These values are indicative of the lengths to which one must go in order to solve the R D ( * ) anomaly by the exchange of new particles. If we identify the coefficients C with λ 2 /M 2 LQ , with λ representing the coupling of the leptoquark to the fermions, and M LQ its mass, then for λ ∼ O(g) one finds M LQ ∼ 300 GeV to 1.3 TeV, which are extremely low scales for new physics. But we should not be surprised to discover that such light (or, alternatively, strongly coupled) states are needed in order to modify charged current processes at the experimentally observed level. As we will soon see, the situation is appreciably worse once one imposes a realistic flavor structure on the leptoquark couplings to fermions.
III. LEPTOQUARK INTERACTIONS AND FLAVOR STRUCTURE
The most general Lagrangians for S 1 and S 3 leptoquarks that preserve both B and L can be written as:
and
In the expressions above, i, j are generation indices, Q i and L j are the left-chiral quark and lepton doublets, u i and e j are the right-chiral quark and lepton singlets, and τ a (a = 1, 2, 3) are the Pauli matrices. Because of the form of its interactions, the leptoquark S 3 can only generate O S R . However, S 1 can generate both operators. In particular, the first term in the Lagrangian of S 1 can generate the operator O S R , and the combination of both terms can lead to O S L . Specifically:
Thus, if one wants to study the operator O S L , one must by necessity allow O S R of roughly the same order of magnitude. This means that the single parameter fit to C S L in the last section is incomplete. Instead one must do a two-parameter fit simultaneously to C S L and C S R . Such a fit yields regions of good fit to the R D ( * ) data: There are two additional regions in which the fit is almost entirely due to C S R with C S L 0; these two regions are essentially identical to the single parameter fit of C S R from the previous section. Importantly, of the regions found by the two-parameter fit, the Lagrangian for S 1 can never provide a solution in Region 2, since the sign of the contributions of the S 1 leptoquark to C S R is always positive. In addition, both regions can be ruled out in a model-independent way by the lifetime of the B c meson, which receives a large contribution from the C S L operator [54, [67] [68] [69] . We will not consider further any leptoquark models that require large C S L contributions in order to explain the R D ( * ) anomaly. There are also potentially large contributions from the C S R operator to the B c lifetime, but we find that the regions of C S R explored in this paper remain consistent with the experimental lifetime measurement at this time.
As mentioned in the introduction, one of the major naturalness problems that one faces with the introduction of leptoquarks (even after the elimination of the terms that violate B and L) is their contribution to FCNCs. Because the couplings λ ij andλ ij are arbitrary, the leptoquarks can mediate new flavor-changing processes at rates far beyond those allowed by the SM. In order to have leptoquarks anywhere near the weak scale, one must impose on the couplings some structure that, once the quark and lepton fields have been rotated to their mass eigenbasis, do not mix quarks of different generations at the tree level.
Such a requirement would be highly unnatural unless the leptoquark interactions knew about the structure of Yukawa interactions and were somehow aligned with them. This is precisely what one finds in the Minimal Flavor Violation scheme. In MFV, one promotes the approximate SU (3) flavor symmetries of the quarks (and in some cases also the leptons) to exact symmetries that are broken only by the Yukawa interactions, which one treats as spurions. In such a case, the diagonalization of the quark masses similarly diagonalizes all other flavor symmetry-breaking terms, up to corrections due to the off-diagonal elements of the CKM matrix.
In order to impose MFV on our Lagrangians, we must make several assumptions, which we now outline:
• We will require the leptoquark interaction terms to be singlets under the SM flavor symmetry group in the quarks sector, i .e.,
Doing this imposes a symmetry structure on the leptoquarks and coupling constants. The leptoquarks themselves must transform under G q and the coupling constants must be written as an expansion in the Yukawa matrices Y U and Y D , which transform under G q as (3,3, 1) and (3, 1,3), respectively. Thus, we are working with a model that exhibits a multiplicity of leptoquarks, only a few of which will be relevant for explaining the R D ( * ) anomaly.
• We will require that the leptoquarks couple only to the τ lepton, a requirement sometimes called "τ alignment". In principle, we could try to perform an MFV-like analysis in the lepton sector, but this is both unnecessarily complicated and also not unique given our lack of understanding of the source(s) for neutrino masses. By doing this, we are also assuming that the solution to the R D ( * ) anomaly is entirely due to new physics contributions to the b → cτν τ process, with no new contributions to b → c ν for = e, µ.
Under these assumptions, our Lagrangians reduce to the following forms for the S 1 and S 3 leptoquarks, respectively:
Here the λ i (i = 1L, 1R, 3) are the overall couplings that multiply G q -invariant terms; we shall refer to these as the "universal" couplings henceforth. L 3 is the 3rd-generation lepton doublet, and τ the right-handed charged tau lepton. The Q and u fields are the SU (2) doublet and singlet quarks, and their indices (i or k) are SU (3) Q and SU (3) u flavor indices, respectively, indicating that Q and u are taken to transform as fundamentals under their respective flavor groups. The terms set off in parenthesis, such as (S 1 Y ) i , are contractions of the leptoquark flavor multiplets with some number of Yukawa matrices (here collectively denoted Y ) that serve as spurions under G q . The products (S 1 Y ) and (S 3 Y ) transform as a (3, 1, 1) under G q , while (S 1 Y ) transforms as a (1, 3, 1) . The contractions between the leptoquark field and the Yukawa spurions can be quite complicated; we do not confine ourselves to the often-used simplification that Y transforms simply as an adjoint of one of the three SU (3) flavor groups. This allows us to probe flavor structures that are often ignored in MFV analyses.
In general, the Y (or Y , Y ) term that appears in the equations above is a linear combination of an arbitrary number of product of Yukawa matrices:
where some of the coefficients a i , b i , c i are zero depending on how the leptoquark transforms under G q , and depending on whether contractions between the spurions, the leptoquark, and the quark doublet can generate G qinvariant terms as required in our analysis.
Having now a form for our Lagrangian, we need to identify all possible representations of G q under which the leptoquark fields can transform. Here we impose an additional constraint:
• Because of the potentially large numbers of leptoquarks being introduced, all of which transform as triplets under QCD, asymptotic freedom could be lost in our theory. Therefore, we will require the total number of QCD triplets not to exceed 16, at which point the one-loop QCD β-function flips sign. This requirement will limit the number of possible representations that we need to consider, though it is not an absolute requirement for a self-consistent, low-energy theory.
Provided this, we find that S 1 and S 3 can only have the following quantum numbers under G q (see Appendix A for more details):
S 3 : (3, 1, 1), (1,3, 1), (1, 1, 3) .
From this point on, these quantum numbers under G q will be referred to as flavor charges. In the analysis that follows, we will calculate the Wilson coefficients, C S L and C S R , by integrating out leptoquarks with any of the above flavor charges. In addition to C S L and C S R , we also calculate the Wilson coefficient for the operator (s c P Rν )(b c P L ν) ≡ O bsνν , as it generates the decay b → sνν, and will be used in later sections to check the feasibility of MFV models as an explanation of the R D ( * ) anomalies.
Finally, to guarantee the self-consistency of the MFV framework [70] , we require the following:
• The coefficients a i , b i , c i in the expansion of Eq. (8) are O(1) or smaller, whereas the overall couplings λ i in Eq. (6) cannot be larger than √ 4π.
The reason for the above requirements is simple. In the expansion of Eq. (8), if we were to allow the coefficients to become arbitrarily large, then we could generate essentially any form desired for Y . In that sense, MFV would provide no real constraint on the form of our couplings, and would provide no real protection against large FCNCs. Similarly, if we allowed the λ i to become arbitrarily large, perturbativity of the theory would at some point break down for at least some allowed couplings in the expansion. Thus we limit |λ i | 2 to be, conservatively, less than 4π.
In order to calculate the Wilson coefficients, we begin by choosing one of the allowed flavor charges from (9) and rewrite its Lagrangian using the expansion of Eq. (8).
We include up to 6 powers of each of the Yukawa matri-
in the expansion, as higher powers would only lead to a rescaling of the overall couplings λ i . We find that only a fraction of these expansion terms can form a G q -singlet. For each of the terms that can form a singlet, we then find all the possible contractions of the SU (3) flavor indices, using combinations of δ i j and ijk (and/or ijk ) for each SU (3). Among the list of possible contractions, we only consider the contractions that give the dominant contributions to the Wilson coefficients C S R (or C S L ). In general, the dominant contractions are the ones that require the least number of Yukawa matrices to obtain a G q -invariant interaction, but this need not always be the case (see, for example, the Lagrangian of (1, 3, 3) in Table II) . Table II summarizes the leading terms in the Lagrangian for S 1 and S 3 for all the allowed flavor charges given in (9) , and associated Wilson coefficients for the operators O S R and O bsνν . In order to avoid repetition and make the table concise, we have omitted a factor of λ i (where i = 1L, 3) from the Lagrangian terms and common factors of
Si from the Wilson coefficients. In order to be as explicit as possible with the flavor group contractions, the flavor indices are shown explicitly: the indices of SU (3) Q are denoted by q i , SU (3) u by u i , and SU (3) d by d i . Products of Yukawa matrices in parenthesis are simple matrix multiplications, in the order shown.
A similar table can be given for O S L . However, one finds when making such a table that all the coefficients, C S L , are highly suppressed by small Yukawa couplings; we will explain this claim in more detail in the next section. This implies that the contributions of S 1 to C S L are always small, and therefore have no impact on the R D ( * ) anomaly nor are they constrained by the B c lifetime.
We now look at the constraints on the flavor charges for S 1 and S 3 and find those cases that can explain the R D ( * ) anomaly under the assumption of MFV.
IV. CONSTRAINTS & RESULTS
We see from Table II that there are 9 (3) choices of flavor charges for S 1 (S 3 ) that can explain the R D ( * ) anomaly under the assumption of MFV. But the very presence of MFV leads to other non-trivial operators that are highly constrained. In this section, we find the constraints on these operators stemming from: (1) consistency of MFV (2) limits on b → sνν, and (3) electroweak precision measurements.
A. Consistency of MFV
The Wilson operator analysis by itself points to leptoquarks with masses in the range of a few hundred GeV to a few TeV, with couplings that are O(1). But, in some cases, imposing MFV forces the universal couplings λ i to be extremely large in order to solve the R D ( * ) anomaly.
As we discussed in the previous section, we impose a rather conservative bound on the λ i and on the coefficients in the MFV expansion: |λ i | 2 ≤ 4π and all other coefficients ≤ 1. Such a bound, surprisingly, immediately excludes the operator O S L as a solution to the anomaly. Following the procedure outlined in the last section, we find that the coefficients C S L for all flavor charges of S 1 are suppressed by a factor of y c V cb or smaller. Such coefficients would need universal couplings (λ i ) of O(40) in order to explain the anomaly, which are clearly excluded by our assumptions. For example, if we take all coefficients in the MFV expansion (Eq. (8)) to equal 1, then, in order to explain the anomaly, we need (2)). This requires √ λ 1R λ 1L ∼ 38 for M S1 = 1 TeV, which clearly violates our assumption that the λ i must remain perturbative.
This bound also excludes the flavor charges (1,3, 1), (1, 3, 3) , (1, 6, 1) Table II ) at leading order. For example, consider the (1,3, 1) flavor charge. In this case the C S R coefficient has the form λ . From Eq. (3), in order to explain the R D ( * ) anomaly we need C S R = 0.293. This means that for M S1 = 1 TeV, one would need λ 1L 80, which is again ruled out by our requirements.
As an additional surprise, this constraint also rules out all flavor charges for S 3 , though this is not immediately apparent from Table II . One sees in Table II that the S 3 flavor charges all enforce that C S R < 0. In this case, according to Eq. (3), one is forced to a limit in which 
, and a suppression of V cb 0.04 pushes λ 3 > ∼ 12, which again violates our assumptions. In principle, coefficients suppressed by powers of y b are also excluded (e.g., (1, 1,3) ), at least with the Higgs sector of the SM. However, it is well known that in twoHiggs doublet models it is possible for y b ∼ O(1) in the large tan β limit. Thus we keep operators that scale as powers of y b to account for the possibility of an extended Higgs sector.
Thus, imposing the constraint that the universal couplings λ i are perturbative and the coefficients in the MFV expansion are O(1) or smaller reduces our analysis to just few remaining cases: a leptoquark S 1 with flavor charges (3, 1, 1), (1, 1,3), (6, 1, 1), (3, 3, 1), or (3, 1, 3) .
The 3-body decay b → sνν is a flavor-changing neutral current, and thus is GIM suppressed in the SM. Leptoquarks, however, can mediate the b → sνν transition at tree-level, and so measurements of this process can strongly constrain the leptoquarks' parameter space. Among the exclusive processes mediated by this decay, the strongest constraint comes from the branching fraction of B + → K + νν in the SM. The effective Hamiltonian for the b → sνν transition in the SM can be written [71] :
where This leads to a predicted branching ratio of [71] :
while experiment places an upper bound on this process at [72] :
The corresponding effective Hamiltonian obtained by integrating out S 1 can be written:
which, upon Fierzing, gives
This operator can interfere with the SM contribution for ν i = ν τ , modifying the b → sνν decay rate. In order to obtain bounds on C bsνν , we calculate the ratio,
and estimate the new branching ratio to be
For this branching ratio to remain below the experimental bound, we find that
For S 1 flavor charges (3, 3, 1), (3, 1, 3) , and (6, 1, 1), one finds that C bsνν −C S R (see Table II ), which means that in order to explain the R D ( * ) anomaly, C bsνν −0.315/ TeV 2 . Since this value is well outside the experimentally allowed range, we conclude that the (3, 3, 1),  (3, 1, 3 ) and (6, 1, 1) flavor charges for S 1 are disallowed as solutions to the anomaly by b → sνν. It should be noted that one cannot avoid these constraints simply by decoupling some of the flavor components of the leptoquarks, because the operators O S R and O bsνν decay are mediated by the same leptoquark flavor components.
We note that the contributions from S 1 to O bsνν are entirely due to λ 1L ; the coupling λ 1R does not contribute at all to this process. Therefore turning on λ 1R and generating a non-zero O S L can in no way help weaken this constraint.
At this point, we are left with only two remaining options for the leptoquark flavor charges that can explain the anomaly and are not disallowed by the constraints we have studied so far: S 1 (3, 1, 1) and S 1 (1, 1,3 ).
C. Precision electroweak observables
The dominant effect of the S 1 leptoquark on precision electroweak observables is through its modification of the couplings of Z to fermions at one loop; the relevant diagrams are shown in Appendix B. A number of electroweak observables can be impacted by the presence of a (predominantly) third-generation leptoquark, including the invisible width of the Z, the forward-backward asymmetry of Z →bb orτ τ , or the total rates for these same two processes. We find that the partial decay width of Z → ττ imposes the strongest constraints on S 1 (3, 1, 1) and S 1 (1, 1,3) . Additional details on the calculation are found in Appendix B. We consider each of these two flavor charges in turn below. S 1 (3, 1, 1): Reading from Table II, the relevant part of the Lagrangian for the triplet of S 1 (3, 1, 1) leptoquarks is:
Note that among the flavor triplet of leptoquarks, only S 3 1 contributes to R D ( * ) , and can explain the anomaly for λ 1L 2.8 (for M S1 = 1 TeV). We need such a large value of λ 1L to make up for the V cb suppression in the S L τ L coupling, which is only "suppressed" by V tb , becomes fairly large. As we will see, the large coupling constant in this particular interaction (with a t-quark) makes this leptoquark very sensitive to electroweak observables.
Before calculating the constraints from electroweak precision measurements, we note that the τ lepton has a large coupling to the u-quark through two of the components of the leptoquark flavor triplet: S 1 1 and S 2 1 . These components can therefore be strongly constrained byτ τ production at the LHC. However, one can avoid such constraints, if needed, by assuming S 1 1 and S 2 1 to be much heavier than S 3 1 , which is allowed within the framework of MFV, since the mass of S 3 1 can split from its flavor partners due to the large top Yukawa [73] . For completeness, we will calculate below the electroweak constraints both with and without decoupling the leptoquark components S If we assume for now that the flavor triplet of leptoquarks is degenerate, then the shift in the coupling of the Z to leptons can be expressed as:
For the S 1 (3, 1, 1) leptoquark, there is no equivalent correction to the right-handed couplings of the Z to fermions due to the structure of our Lagrangian. These relations are valid up to leading order in m Z /M and m t /M (where M is the mass of S 1 ). In the expression for the correction to the Zτ τ coupling, the first term dominates and is due to the contribution of the top quark in the loop, where it picks up an enhancement ∝ m 2 t from helicity flips on each of the t-quark lines. The second, smaller contribution is due to u-and c-quarks running in the loop, and includes an imaginary component when the quarks go on shell. This smaller contribution has the opposite sign to the dominant term and is thus included in our calculations in order to obtain conservative bounds. At the same time, the shift in the Z coupling toνν is due to down-type quarks in the loop, and picks up no large enhancements. (Shifts in the Z couplings to quarks involve only leptons in the loops and are even smaller.) Note that in Eq. (15), we have omitted a term proportional to m 2 Z /M 2 (which appears in Eq. (B3)) because of its negligible effect. Figure 2 summarizes the electroweak constraints on S 1 (3, 1, 1) . The green region is the parameter space where the R D ( * ) anomaly can be explained by this choice of flavor charge, within either 1σ (or 2σ) of the experimental measurements. Meanwhile, the constraints from the electroweak data disfavor the region above the dashed blue line in Fig. 2 at 95% C.L. (i.e., ∆χ 2 ≥ 5.99). These constraints are obtained by a χ 2 fit to all the electroweak observables that are strongly affected by the presence of leptoquarks. These observables include R τ , Γ(inv), R b , A τ and A b (see Appendix B for the definitions of these observables). The current direct pair production bounds from LHC are also indicated by the red vertical line.
If we assume that the leptoquarks S Fig. 2 . This is because the contributions from u-and c-quarks to ∆g S1 L (Z →τ τ ) have the opposite sign to that from the t-quark and, after decoupling S 1 1 and S 2 1 , those negative contributions become suppressed. As Fig. 2 demonstrates, there is no parameter space remaining in which S 1 (3, 1, 1) can explain the R D ( * ) anomaly while evading electroweak constraints. This is true either in the case with decoupled S S 1 (1, 1,3) : The contributions from these leptoquarks to O S R mimic exactly those of the previous case, but now with λ 1L replaced by λ 1L y b . As such, they are highly suppressed for SM-like bottom Yukawa couplings, but could be sizable in a two-Higgs doublet model with large tan β, where the bottom Yukawa can be O(1). In either case, the leading term in the Lagrangian of S 1 (1, 1,3) , taken from Table II , can be written as: (3, 1, 1 ). This implies that Fig. 2 can also be used to study the parameter space of S 1 (1, 1,3) , with |λ 1L | on the y-axis replaced by |λ 1L y b | and constraints from electroweak precision measurements denoted by the solid blue line. As before, there is no parameter space for S 1 (1, 1,3) where it can both avoid the electroweak constraints and explain the R D ( * ) anomaly.
Other flavor charges: In this section, we have concentrated our discussion on the two leptoquarks that survived the constraints on the consistency of the MFV expansion and from b → sνν. However, it is worth taking a moment to indicate the effects of precision electroweak constraints on the leptoquarks previously excluded.
Among the S 1 leptoquarks, the cases in which the S 1 transforms as a3 under one (and only one) of the flavor groups all behave similarly. In all cases, the coupling of the S 1 toc c L τ L is suppressed by V cb /V tb compared to the coupling of the same leptoquark state tot c L τ L . As such, one will always reproduce bounds similar in shape (though with rescaled y-axis) as those shown in Fig. 2 . Thus, even if we ignored our previous constraints, all three of these cases would be excluded by the precision electroweak constraints.
However, if the S 1 leptoquark is found in a (3, 3) flavor representation under two of the flavor groups, or if it is in a 6 under one of the flavor groups, then those same suppressions of thec c L τ L coupling relative tot c L τ L are not present. In these cases, the effect of the leptoquark on the Z couplings is always quite small, even when the R D ( * ) anomaly is explained. Such cases are therefore not ruled out by the precision electroweak data.
In addition, we find that the precision electroweak data rules out all three possible flavor charges for S 3 . Like the case of the S 1 (3, 1, 1) , the couplings to the leptoquark to top quarks is enhanced relative to the coupling to charm. In fact, the electroweak constraints on this case are actually somewhat stronger than for the S 1 case, mostly due to a strong bound coming from the invisible width of the Z (specifically Z →ν τ ν τ ), not present in the S 1 case. This is described in more detail in Appendix B.
Finally, we note that turning on the coupling λ 1R for the S 1 leptoquark does not help weaken these constraints, but rather strengthens them overall. It is true that turning on λ 1R does weaken the constraint from A τ , since having both left-handed and right-handed operators reduces the amount of parity violation present, of which A τ is a measure. However, the constraint from R τ is significantly strengthened, since both operators contribute to the rate for Z →τ τ but cannot interfere with each other. This is discussed in more detail in Appendix B.
In short, we find that electroweak precision measurements provide a strong constraint on the parameter space available to solve the R D ( * ) anomaly. That constraint is strong enough to rule out the two remaining cases not already ruled out by other considerations. This leaves us with no scalar leptoquarks capable of solving the R D ( * ) anomaly within a completely self-consistent MFV scenario.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we studied the feasibility of scalar leptoquarks as an explanation of the R D ( * ) anomaly under the assumption of Minimal Flavor Violation (MFV). We found that there are two scalar leptoquarks, S 1 and S 3 , that generate Wilson coefficients that improve the fit of the theoretical predictions of R D ( * ) with the data.
We considered all possible quantum numbers under the flavor group G q = SU (3) Q × SU (3) u × SU (3) d for these leptoquarks consistent with asymptotic freedom of QCD. This left us with a handful of models that we then analyzed. Table III summarizes these minimal flavor violating leptoquark models. We then proceeded to calculate the constraints on all these models from various sources. First, we required that the MFV expansion be self-consistent and perturbative, bounding the allowed couplings. Several models were thereby ruled out, and some others remain viable only within the context of a two-Higgs doublet model at large tan β.
Along with the requirement that the MFV expansion be self-consistent, we looked at the constraints on the MFV leptoquark models from b → sνν and electroweak precision measurements. We found that some models were ruled out by either of these constraints, or both. This means that all possible flavor quantum numbers for the scalar leptoquarks are ruled out as an explanation of the R D ( * ) anomaly within this scenario.
These results are summarized in Table III . Under our assumptions, none of the flavor charges of scalar leptoquarks can avoid the experimental constraints while explaining the R D ( * ) anomaly. If we relax our assumption on perturbativity and consistency of the MFV expansion, then S 1 (1, 3, 3) and S 1 (1, 1, 6) can potentially explain the anomaly for couplings of O(100) for M S1 = 1 TeV and large tan β. For the other flavor charges, unless there is some form of cancellation among different contractions, one cannot simultaneously avoid the experimental constraints and explain the anomaly. We conclude that, if scalar leptoquarks are solution to the R D ( * ) anomaly, then in addition to violation of lepton flavor universality, this anomaly is also hinting towards a new flavor structure in the quark sector that must somehow survive well-known constraints from flavor-changing neutral currents.
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, that can generate a G q -invariant interaction for the S 1 and S 3 leptoquarks, assuming MFV. We make use of the triality of each of the SU (3) groups in order to quickly classify the allowed representations.
Let (s 1 , s 2 , s 3 ) be the representations of leptoquark S under (SU (3) Q , SU (3) u , SU (3) d ). We define a list n X = (n X1 , n X2 , n X3 ) which, for an object X, represents the number of fundamental indices on a given representation minus the number of anti-fundamental indices for each of the flavor SU (3). This quantity, when taken (mod 3), is just the usual triality of SU (3). For example, if S transforms with (s 1 , s 2 , s 3 ) = (3, 3, 8) , then n S = (n s1 , n s2 , n s3 ) = (1, −1, 0). (A value of n si = −1 corresponds to the usual triality value of 2.)
To obtain a G q -invariant interaction, we need to promote some combination of SM Yukawa matrices to spurions. We define a general combination of spurions by,
where the p i indicate the number of copies of each spurion inserted. Note that we have not specified the contractions of various SU (3) indices of these spurions; that is, the product above is not merely matrix multiplication.
In fact, this analysis is independent of the contractions 
With the above definitions, let us now consider an operator representing the interaction of a leptoquark with left-handed leptons and quarks, invariant under G q :
The overall triality charges for this operator are
For this interaction to be invariant under the flavor group, n O (mod 3) should be equal to 0 under each SU (3). Defining,
We can enforce that the operator be invariant under SU (3) u and SU (3) d by requiring that z u,d be integers. For it to also be a singlet under SU (3) Q requires that (s 1 + s 2 + s 3 + 1 − 3(z u + z d )) (mod 3) should be 0. This implies
The lowest lying set of allowed flavor charges for S for the three values of (s 1 + s 2 + s 3 )(mod 3) are given in Table IV . Note that the permutations within each flavor charge mentioned in the table are also allowed. For example, the charge assignment (3, 1, 1) yields (s 1 + s 2 + s 3 )(mod 3) = −1, as do the permutations (1,3, 1) and  (1, 1,3) .
This same procedure can be used to find all allowed flavor charges for any choice of leptoquark, given the couplings present in the Lagrangian. a situation where the S 1 and S 3 leptoquarks only couple to the third generation quarks and leptons. This example will cover both the above mentioned cases for various final state fermions. In this scenario, the Lagrangian for these leptoquarks can be written:
where τ a (a = 1, 2, 3) are the Pauli matrices, and the upper indices of S 3 indicate the electric charge of the corresponding leptoquark. The second equality in Eqs. (B4) and (B5) is the Lagrangian after SU (2) symmetry breaking, written in the mass basis of the down quark; we have ignored up-type quarks terms that are suppressed by offdiagonal CKM elements. The leptoquarks in this set-up predominantly modify the Z decay to τ , ν τ , and b. The affected LEP and SLC Z-pole observables with their SM predictions and measured values are summarized in Table V . In Table V , Γ Z is the total decay width of Z, Γ(inv) is its invisible decay width, R τ ≡ Γ(had)/Γ(ττ ) and R b ≡ Γ(bb)/Γ(had). Γ(had) is the partial width of Z into hadrons, which receives a new contribution from the leptoquark-mediated Z → bb process. The terms A (0,f ) F B and A f (f = τ, b) are the asymmetry observables that quantify parity violation in weak neutral currents. These are defined as:
where, g [75] . The value of A τ corresponds to measurements at LEP using τ -lepton polarization. Figure 4 summarizes the constraints from each of these electroweak measurements individually on S 1 and S 3 . The lines indicate contours of χ 2 = 5.99 and the colored regions are disfavored by the corresponding observable. We consider the two leptoquarks now in turn.
S1 Leptoquark
The Lagrangian for S 1 , Eq. (B4), along with Eqs. (B2) and (B3), indicate that the correction to Zτ τ coupling is directly proportional to m 2 t , whereas the corrections to Zbb and Zν τ ν τ couplings are proportional to m 2 Z . Due to the m t -enhancement, the most affected electroweak observables are the ones associated with the Zτ τ interaction. As we see in the left panel of Fig. 4 , the strongest constraints do indeed arise from the measurement of R τ , followed by those from A τ . The effect of the leptoquark on R b and A b are too weak to impose any constraints in our region of interest, given their lack of m t enhancement; Γ(inv) also provides no strong constraint due to its lack of m t -enhancement and larger experimental uncertainty. It is also important to note that S 1 always gives a positive contribution to R τ for all choices of couplings and masses. Because the SM prediction for R τ is already somewhat higher than the experimental value, the S 1 leptoquark worsens the fit and is therefore more strongly constrained.
If we include the right-handed coupling (i.e., λ 1R = 0), the constraints from R τ become even stronger, as shown by the dashed lines in the left panel of Fig. 4 . On the other hand, constraints from the asymmetry parameter, A τ , are weakened, as the parity violation present in the model is diluted. Γ(inv), R b and A b are not affected by λ 1R as is evident from Eq. (B4). Because the overall constraints become stronger on including λ 1R , the bounds we obtained in the main text cannot be avoided by considering non-zero right-handed couplings. Constraints from electroweak precision measurements on S 1 (left) and S 3 (right). Note that these constraints are based on χ 2 rather than ∆χ 2 . The lines indicate χ 2 = 5.99 contours and the region above them is excluded by the corresponding observable.
S3 Leptoquark
In the triplet leptoquark case, both Z → ττ and Z → ν τντ get an m t -enhancement, and thus observables associated with these decay channels are the most constraining. These observables include R τ , A τ and Γ(inv). In addition, the effect of S 3 on these observables is always positive, and thus, like S 1 , S 3 , also worsens the electroweak fit. These facts are reflected as strong constraints from these observables.
As shown in the right panel of Fig. 4 , the invisible decay width of Z imposes the strongest constraints, closely followed by R τ . Though both R τ and Γ(inv) get an m t -dependent enhancement, the constraints from the latter are stronger because the SM prediction for Γ(inv) is already higher than experimental value by ∼ 1.7σ and the leptoquark-mediated process makes this discrepancy worse. As for the S 1 case, the observables associated with Z → bb are barely affected by S 3 and do not show up in our plot.
It is important to note that the constraints obtained in this appendix were based on χ 2 , rather than ∆χ 2 , for each observable individually. This allowed us to propertly account for the existing deviations between theory and the electroweak precision data. On the other hand, the electroweak constraints used in the main text are based on a combined ∆χ 2 (= χ 2 − χ ratio of branching fractions B(B 0 → D * + τ 
